From Preston to Hong Kong
High Pressure Hyperbaric Interventions in Tunnelling

Wednesday 15 January 2020 18:00 for 18:30

ICE Lancashire Branch joint presentation with NWGG, BTS and IMechE

Speaker: Dr Donald R Lamont MBE BSc MEng PhD CEng FICE FCIHT FCIWEM

The lecture will give a very brief introduction to compressed air work and its use for cutterhead maintenance interventions on Tunnel Boring Machines. It will focus on the use of state of the art high pressure techniques including non-air mixed gas breathing mixtures and saturation exposures for pressures of up to 15 bar. The hyperbaric engineering and physiology associated with such pressures will be explained as will the link between Preston and Tuen Mun – Chek Lap Kok tunnel in Hong Kong.
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